Luxembourg Philharmonic Orchestra Academy
The newly created Luxembourg Philharmonic Orchestra Academy will
offer the best of orchestra academy experience to seven academists,
an excellent orchestral education in Luxembourg over a 2 year period
starting in September 2021. It combines performing under outstanding
conductors, working with brilliant musicians and an extensive
programme of coaching, chamber music projects and workshops.
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The programme offers:
	Performing in concerts, recordings and tours as a member of the
Orchestre Philharmonique du Luxembourg during 20 weeks per season
	Mentoring sessions with your personal mentor and other members of
the Orchestre Philharmonique du Luxembourg
	Tailor-made coaching sessions and workshops
(Alexander technique, yoga, stress management etc.)
	Participating in chamber music projects and private concerts
	Audition training to prepare your further career
	Indemnity of 1.330,- €/month
	Accommodation in a newly renovated town house in the heart of
Luxembourg City where all academists will live.
	Health insurance
	Participation certificate
	Free public transportation in Luxembourg
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You are eligible to apply if you are younger than 27
years old on the day of the audition and hold a
Bachelor’s degree (or are in the final year of a BA
programme).
A first selection will be made by members of the
Orchestre Philharmonique du Luxembourg based on
the application material (resumé and cover letter)
to be submitted by May 2021.
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General information about
Luxembourg

The heart of Europe: Luxembourg
Despite its spectacular modernization in the last few decades, Luxembourg remains a metropolis
on a human scale, shaped by tradition and modernity and with great natural surroundings.
Although the capital is only home to some 119.214 people, with its 150 different nationalities
it is very multicultural. They all appreciate and enjoy the incentives of a city, built around a
fortress more than 1.000 years ago.
The old town around the cathedral has been part of UNESCO World Heritage list since 1994.
While visitors can marvel at the remains of the former commanding fortress around the Bock
promontory, with the casemates set in the rock between upper and lower town, splendid examples
of contemporary architecture are on display in the European quarter Kirchberg, including the
much acclaimed Philharmonie and the light-flooded museum of contemporary art Mudam.
The Luxembourg City Tourist Office (LCTO) offers several guided tours and other opportunities
to discover the capital and its highlights.
Here’s already a virtual insight: https://www.luxembourg-city.com/en/things-to-do
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Land of contrasts
Due to geological circumstances, Luxembourg is home to an array of
different landscapes. These include the dense woodlands and valleys
of the Ardennes or the bizarre rock formations in the Mullerthal
region. The region of the “red earth” in the south (Minett) with its
former mining landscapes, the vineyards of the Moselle region and
the enchanted meadow landscapes in the Guttland region
characterise the Grand Duchy’s territory.
With more than 50 castles, Luxembourg is somewhat of a fairyland
destination. They range from smaller ones (used as residences) to big
ones that can be visited, hired for events or are popular for group
tours. To the North lies the castle of Vianden, one of the most
acknowledged historic fortification at the western side of the Rhine
river. The castles of Beaufort in the Müllerthal region and the castle
of Clervaux, hosting the UNESCO World Heritage exhibition
«The Family of Man», as well as the «Valley of the seven Castles»
in the Guttland are just a few of the testimonies of Luxembourg’s
glorious past.
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Active in nature
The Grand-Duchy has one of the densest certified hiking networks in Europe, all laid out in a
breath-taking setting, with valleys, forests, rock formations, rivers, castles and waterfalls.
The Grand Duchy’s official cycling network stretches over more than 600 km and has an
additional 33 mountain bike tracks. Cyclists can enjoy the favourite routes of professional road
racing cyclists and those looking for more challenging terrain can explore the designated
mountain bike tracks. Exploring the five regions by bike is a great way to visit the country in an
authentic way.
Get the flair here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amBzJDVWDtY
Or have a look at the astonishing possibilities….around the Philharmonie too :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36UfyIbPZLU –
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Facts on Luxembourg
A destination in the heart of Europe
European Cities
Amsterdam
Berlin
Brussels
Cologne
Frankfurt
Munich
Geneva
Hamburg
London
Madrid
Paris
Rome
Strasbourg

Distance
417 km
769 km
216 km
233 km
276 km
532 km
576 km
659 km
584 km
1635 km
372 km
1281 km
220 km

by car
4:30’
2:00’
2:30’
2:50’

4:00’
2:10’

by plane
1:05’
1:30’
0:50’
1:10’
0:55’
1:55’
1:10’
2:20’
1:00’
1:50’

by train
3:30’
4:00’

2:05’ (TGV)
2:28’ (TGV)
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With its numerous exhibitions and museums, fabulous architecture,
castles and fortifications, Luxembourg combines an incredible
variety of fascinating cultural places. The culture and art of
Luxembourg are a true reflection of its population, diverse and
multicultural. Luxembourg may be the pride of its worldwide unique
cultural activities varying from art and traditions to shows and
festivals. In order to make it easier for you to discover art and
culture in Luxembourg, Luxembourg for Tourism created the
LuxembourgCard: free access to more than 60 cultural places in
Luxembourg and the Greater Region.
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